
AN OVERVIEW OF THE HIPPIE MOVEMENT AS A DIRECT RESULT OF

THE WAR IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

To many, the American hippie is often seen as a direct result of the The mammoth disaster that was the Korean War ()
kicked off.

Inherent in everything printed or hanging in the visual scene on Haight Street was satirical rejection of cultural
platitudes, but in the very form and style, of the platitudes themselves. If such acts were this side millennium,
they were nevertheless gestures of community reflecting an emergence of the hippies from the isolation of
their first two years in San Francisco. The ideal of workâ€”not simply jobs, but meaningful work, work as
serviceâ€”had been a hippie ideal from the outset. Tool had become symbol, and symbol principle. A month
later, violence broke out at another hippie gathering, the Altamont Music Festival, leaving five people dead.
The term most often refers to publications of the period , when an underground newspaper craze swept the
country. Ideals and Interests Unconventional appearance, music, drugs, communitarian experiments, and
sexual liberation were hallmarks of the s counterculture, most of whose members were white, middle-class,
young Americans. Some hippies formed communes to live as far outside of the established system as possible.
Counterculture in Film Like newspapers, literature, and theatre, the cinema of the time also reflected the
attributes of the counterculture. This aspect of the counterculture rejected active political engagement with the
mainstream; following the dictate of a Harvard LSD proponent, Dr. President Nixon himself actually ventured
out of the White House and chatted with a group of the 'hippie' protesters. In Latin America[ edit ]. American
tourists in Thailand, early s The hippie movement in the United States began as a youth movement. They
therefore attached to the mystique of LSD the conviction that by opening their minds to chemical visions they
were gaining insights from which society soon should profit. During the s, psychedelic visual arts were often a
counterpart to psychedelic rock music. New forms of musical presentation also played a key role in spreading
the counterculture, mainly large outdoor rock festivals. From the corner of Haight and Ashbury Streets it was
three miles to Broadway and Columbus, heart of North Beach, where the Beats had gathered ten years before.
The Hells Angels provided security that proved far less benevolent than the security provided at the
Woodstock event: year-old Meredith Hunter was stabbed and killed by one of the Hells Angels during The
Rolling Stones' performance after he brandished a gun and waved it toward the stage. Counterculture in Art As
with film, press, and music, art in the s responded to the new counterculture, primarily in pop art and
psychedelic art. Hippies commonly took up communal or cooperative living arrangements, and they often
adopted vegetarian diets based on unprocessed foods and practiced holistic medicine. Many younger people
began to show deep distrust of police, and terms such as " fuzz " and "pig" as derogatory epithets for police
reappeared, and became key words within the counterculture lexicon. Leary at his Millbrook, New York
retreat. To direct the Hip Job Co-op, the Free Store, public feedings in the Panhandle, to produce even one
memorable edition of the Oracle Volume I, Number 7, preserving the essence of hippie theory in debate
among Ginsberg, Leary, Snyder, and Watts required a pooling of skills, resources, and confrontation with the
straight community. Counterculture Counterculture The American counterculture refers to the period between
when the norms of the s were largely rejected by youth. The burdens of the Negroes of the district were real. It
could be manufactured in large quantities by simple processes, like gin in a bathtub, easily carried about, and
easily retained without detection. Many males grew beards, and both men and women wore sandals and beads.
Rock placed more emphasis on musicianship, live performance, and an ideology of authenticity than did pop
music. The march ended at the famed Psychedelic Shop, an early hippie hangout that was closing. It is
essentially a striving for realization of one's relationship to life and other people When hippies first came to
San Francisco they were an isolated minority, mistrustful, turned inward by drugs, lacking acquaintance
beyond themselves. Betrayed by science and reason, hippies indulged earnestly in the occult, the astrological,
the mystical, the horoscopic, and the Ouija. Accurate information on drugs became an objective. The danger
grew alarmingly of rats, food poisoning, hepatitis, pulmonary tuberculosis, and of meningitis caused by
overcrowded housing. They dressed as Puritans. People commonly label other cultural movements of that
period as hippie, however there are differences. They accused cops of accepting bribes from drug peddlers and
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then arresting users, and they singled out a few officers whose zeal for the enforcement of standard morality
exceeded reason. Other more serious and more critically acclaimed films about the hippie counterculture also
appeared such as Easy Rider and Alice's Restaurant. Peace, man. Many were inspired by intellectual interest,
believing these drugs could enhance creativity, insight, and productivity. Rock music also drew strongly from
other genres, such as blues and folk, and was influenced by jazz, classical, and other musical sources.


